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A b s t r a c t .  We present an authorization model for federated systems 
based on a tightly coupled architecture. The model supports authoriza- 
tions to build and maintain the federation as well as authorizations to 
access the federated data. At each component site owners declare the 
objects they wish to export and the access modes executable on them by 
users of the federation. Inclusion of objects into the federation requires 
their subsequent import by the federation administrator. Different de- 
grees of authorization autonomy are supported, whereby users can retain 
or delegate the federation administrator the task of specifying authoriza- 
tions. A site can require to authenticate the user at each access or accept 
his identity as communicated by the federation. An access control algo- 
rithm describing controls to be enforced at the federation and at each 
local site under the different authentication and administrative options 
is presented. 

K e y w o r d s :  Federated systems, access control, authorization administrat ion,  au- 
thorization autonomy. 

1 Introduct ion 

A federated system is a collection of cooperating but autonomous component  sys- 
tems [17]. Autonomy of a component  means that  the local adminis trator  main-  
tains some form of control over its system. Four different kinds of au tonomy can 
be supported: design autonomy, communication autonomy, execution autonomy, 
and association autonomy. 

Enforcing protection of information in federated systems requires the inves- 
t igation of several issues which tradit ional access control models, proposed for 
centralized or distributed systems [3, 15], do not address. A major  issue tha t  
becomes very impor tan t  in this context is the establishment of administrat ive 
policies regulating grant and revocation of authorizations on federated data.  
While in a centralized or distributed system ownership or centralized adminis- 
t ra t ion may  be satisfactory solutions, federated systems call for more flexible 
approaches. On one side, enforcing ownership would require data  owner to spec- 
ify authorizations for federated users and therefore to maintain information of 
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how the federation is composed. On the other side, applying a centralized ad- 
ministration approach may imply a loss of control, and therefore of autonomy 
of the data  owner. Moreover, even traditional problems, such as authentication 
or user identities, require careful reconsideration in a federated context, where 
single components may specify accesses for federated subjects (users, groups, or 
whole sites). 

Although recent research has addressed the problem of protecting federated 
systems [2, 7, 8, 12, 14, 20, 21, 22] and few federated systems, like Mermaid [18], 
Orion-2 [10], or the one proposed by Heimbigner and McLeod [5] support some 
form of authorization specification and access control, several issues still remain 
to be investigated. In this paper we investigate these issues and focus on two 
particular subtypes of association autonomy, meaning authentication and autho- 
rization autonomy. By authentication autonomy we mean the ability of a site to 
decide how the identity of each user accessing data stored at the site is estab- 
lished. By authorization autonomy we mean the ability of a site to specify which 
accesses are to be allowed or denied on objects stored at the site. 1 

We propose an authorization model for the protection of information in a 
tightly coupled federated system. The reason for considering a tightly coupled 
federation is to avoid the users the burden of explicitly maintaining the rela- 
tionships with each single site participating in the federation. A tightly coupled 
architecture allows to rely on a central authority for defining and maintaining 
the federation. Even with this centralized administration we allow a good degree 
of autonomy to each single site participating in the federation. In particular, 
our model allows users to selectively share their objects by specifying, for each 
object, the access modes that  are available to the federation. Different kinds of 
administrative policies are also supported whereby users can retain the privilege 
of specifying authorizations on objects, can delegate the federation administrator 
the task of specifying authorization, or can require that  accesses be authorized 
by both the federation administrator and by them in order to be allowed. Access 
authorizations are specified at both the global level (on federated objects) and 
the local level (on exported objects). Local authorizations can also be negative. 
The possibility of specifying negative authorizations at the local level allows 
owners to retain control over their objects even when delegating administration 
to the federation administrator. Although in the paper we do not deal with au- 
thentication issues, the model assumes that two different authentication options 
are possible. A site can require to authenticate every user requiring access (even 
if the request comes through the federation) or can accept the identity of the 
user as communicated by the federation. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates pre- 
vious work on authorization models in federated systems. Section 3 presents the 
reference architecture of the federation and introducing some notations. Sec- 

1 The need to explicitly consider security issues in a separate category has been also 
pointed out in [8] where the notion of authorization autonomy is introduced. Note, 
however, that the notion introduced in [8] corresponds to our notion of authentication 
autonomy. 
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tion 4 illustrates authorizations and operations for constructing the federated 
data. Section 5 describes how authorizations can be specified at both the feder- 
ation and the local level. Section 6 illustrates access controls enforced, globally 
and locally, upon submissions of access requests to the federation. Finally, Sec- 
tion 7 presents the conclusions and outlines future work. 

2 R e l a t e d  w o r k  

Some federated database systems proposed in the literature present some form, 
often very limited, of authorization specification and access control. 

Wang and Spooner [22] propose an approach to enforce content-dependent 
access control in a heterogeneous federated system where authorizations can 
be specified at both the local and the global level. The approach is based on 
views and ownership paradigm. Content-dependent access control is enforced by 
materializing views and treating them as protection objects. 

In Mermaid [18], a front-end system to integrate multiple homogeneous 
DBMSs, an authorization model enforcing access control at both global and 
local level is presented. In order to use Mermaid a user must be registered for 
it. Access authorizations are specified both at the global level, in the Mermaid 
system, and at the local level, at each site. Access control at a site is always 
carried out with respect to the identity of the user at the site. 

Another model allowing specification of authorizations at both the local and 
global level is proposed by Jonscher and Dittrich in [8]. In this model a global 
security administrator specifies the local identities corresponding to each global 
identifier. Authorizations can be positive or negative. The grantor of an autho- 
rization at the global level can require consistency of the authorizations. Con- 
sistency means that a request permitted according to the global authorizations 
cannot fail due to access rejection at the local level. Consistency is enforced by 
propagation of authorizations: every time a global authorization is granted, lo- 
cal sites are required to grant the corresponding necessary authorizations. The 
global authorization is inserted only if all the corresponding local grants can be 
enforced. 

In the work of Heimbigner and McLeod [5] a loosely coupled federated ar- 
chitecture supporting a very primitive form of access control is presented. The 
data model is based on the concept of types and maps. Types are collections of 
objects that share common properties while maps are functions that map objects 
of some types into object instances. Authorizations on types and maps defined 
at a site are specified in terms of whole components and not to specific users 
identity. All types and maps defined at a given site sl for which another site s2 
is authorized constitute the export schema of sl for s2. A site can import all 
types and maps contained in export schemas defined for it at other sites. Export 
and import operations are the result of negotiation between the two sites. Once 
types and maps are imported at a site no further negotiation is required for their 
access, which is completely analogous to access to a local type except that data 
is transferred over the network. 
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In ORION-2 [10], a federated loosely coupled object-oriented system is pre- 
sented based on a shared database and a number of private databases. The 
shared database contains data accessible to all authorized users, while each pri- 
vate database can be accessed only by the user who owns it. Check in and check 
out operations allow users to get (copy) objects from the shared databse and 
returning them back. Updates to different copies checked out, which may be 
checked in again at a later time, are managed through the use of versions. 

Blaustein et al. [2] propose an approach to control access in federated 
database systems based on agreements established among the different sites 
of the federation. Agreements are rules regulating the access by users at the 
different sites to the cooperating database systems. Two kinds of agreements 
are considered: action agreements and access agreements. Action agreements 
describe the action to be taken in response to database requests, while access 
agreements allow to enforce exceptions to prohibitions otherwise in effect. The 
identity of users at the remote site from which they submit the request is used 
in access control. 

Other proposals have been presented based on the enforcement of mandatory 
policies [12, 14, 20, 21]. 

3 S y s t e m ' s  A r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d  B a s i c  C o n c e p t s  

In this section we illustrate the architecture of the federated system and give the 
basic assumptions on our model. 

The system is essentially structured on two levels: at the global level there is 
the federation and at the local level the different sites participating in it. At the 
federation level a privileged user, cMled f e d e r a t i o n  a d m i n i s t r a t o r  is responsible 
for creating and maintaining the federated schema and establishing authoriza- 
tions for users to access the objects in the federation. 

At the local level there are the different sites taking part in the federation. 
We distinguish three categories of participants: 

- c u s t o m e r s .  These are sites whose users can be authorized to connect to the 
federation and access its objects. 

- p r o v i d e r s .  These are sites that  take part in the construction of the feder- 
ated data, i.e., that  can export their local objects for the population of the 
federation. 

- c u s t o m e r s - p r o v i d e r s .  These are sites that  fall in both the categories above. 

At each site a privileged user, called s i t e  a d m i n i s t r a t o r  is responsible for the 
relationship with the federations in which the site participates. 2 Registration of a 
site in a federation is the result of a negotiation between the administrator of the 

2 For the sake of simplicity we consider a single site administrator to be responsible tbr 
the relationship with all the federations in which a site can participate. The approach 
can be easily extended to the case where several administrators, each responsible for 
the relationship with a specific federation, exist at a site. 
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site and the administrator of the federation. In the following, given a federation f 
notation providers(f) and customers(f) indicate the sites registered as provider 
and customer of f ,  respectively. Sites in the third category belong to both sets. 

A good user's authentication is a prerequisite for a successful access control. 
In this paper we do not deal with the problem of authenticating the users but 
assume different authentication options we allow the federation to support. Each 
site registered as a provider of a federation can, during the negotiation phase, 
choose between two different authentication policies according to which identity 
of federated users needing to access local objects through the federation can be 
established: global and local authentication. In the global authentication, fed- 
eration's users do not need to identify themselves at the site, their identity as 
communicated to the site by the federation will be used for access control (of 
course the federation will have to authenticate itself). In the local authentication, 
before processing each access request coming by a user through the federation 
the participating site will require the user to identify himself at the site. This 
identity will be used in the access control process. Note that  communication 
of identities between federation and sites requires some form of trust in both 
the federation/site that  enforced the authentication and in the communication 
system. Different certification forms can be used to provide this, such as those 
illustrated in [1, 13, 23]. 

3.1 S u b j e c t s  a n d  O b j e c t s  

At each site a set of local users is assumed and a set of local objects is stored. We 
do not make any assumption on the data  model used at the federation or at each 
specific site. Given a site s, we will simply refer to the objects stored in it as Os. 
Moreover, given an object o E O,, we denote with Mo the set of access modes 
executable on it. The specific data types a n d  access modes applicable on the 
objects will depend on the data model considered. For instance, in a relational 
model, Mo will be composed of the elementary select, insert, and update opera- 
tions plus all applications defined for a relation. In an object-oriented model, Mo 
will be composed of all methods, elementary and non, executable on object o. To 
make our model independent from the specific administrative policy applied at 
the local sites, we assume each object o is associated with a set of administrators. 
The set of administrators associated with an object o will contain: the object's 
owner, if ownership is applied; the system's administrator, if a centralized policy 
is applied; and all users owning an administrative authorization on the object if 
decentralized administration is applied. 

At the federation site two kinds of subjects are considered: users and groups. 
Users are entities allowed to connect to the federation and submit requests on its 
data. Groups, which are sets of users, can be defined with reference to the users 
identities at the federation or at the site from which their connection originates 
(for instance a group can be defined as containing all users connecting to the 
federation from a specific site). Each user can belong to one or more groups. 

At the federation level, three kinds of objects are supported: 
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- Global  objects. These are objects created directly in the federation by the 
federation administrator or by users explicitly authorized for that.  

- I m p o r t e d  objects. These are objects defined and stored at some site taking 
part in the federation and imported "as-is" by the federation. 

- C o m p o s i t e  objects. These are objects defined as aggregation of other global 
or imported objects. 

3.2 N o t a t i o n s  

Before proceeding further to illustrate our model we introduce some notations 
that  will be used in the paper. In the following, we will use letters U, G, O, 
and A to denote respectively a set of users, groups, objects, and authorizations. 
Subscripts will be used to discriminate the site or federation to which they refer. 
For instance, O~ denotes the set of objects at site s and G/  denotes the set of 
user groups defined at federation f .  

To take distribution into consideration we suppose each user/group identifier 
to have associated the site at which it has been defined. User identifiers at site 
s will therefore have the form user@s. Analogously, subject (i.e., user or group) 
identifiers at a federation f will have the form subj ec t@f.  We will omit the 
specification of the site when it is not needed in the explanation or it is clear 
from the text. For instance, the site specification in subjects of authorizations 
will be omitted when the site is the same as the one at which the authorization 
is stored. 

In authorizations we will also allow subject patterns to be specified. Subject 
patterns can be specified by using the wild character in place of a specific identi- 
fier. We allow two kinds of pattern. Pattern " , ~ s " ,  which indicates any identifier 
at site s, and pattern "*" ,  which indicates any identifier at any site. In the fol- 
lowing, notation Us will be used to indicate the set of all the identifiers of the 
form user@s together with *@s. Moreover, given a collection s l , . . . ,  sn of sites 
participating as customers in a federation f ,  we will use notation Ucustomers(/)  
to indicate the set U81 U . . .  U Us~ U {*}. A pattern satisfies all identifiers to 
which it can be reduced by appropriately instantiating the wild character. In 
other words, a patterns p covers  an identifier u�9 denoted as p ~> ties, if either 
i)  p = u�9 i i )  p = ,@s, or i i i)  p = *. 

Finally, given an object o, we will use notation s i~e(o)  to denote the site at 
which the object is stored. 

3.3 W o r k i n g  of  t h e  S y s t e m  

Users of sites registered as customer of a federation and wishing to access the 
federation must explicitly open a working session by connecting to the federation 
site (see Figure 1). Connection requires identification of the user (1) and corre- 
sponding authentication of this identity by the federation. This identity will be 
used by the federation for enforcing access control. Note that  this assumption 
does not rule out the possibility of anonymous connection. Anonymous connec- 
tion may be treated with a special user identifier called anonymous. Besides the 
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| 
authentication 

u@s 

remote user 

I I 
authenficatio l ~ u@s u2@f 

request grant/deny 

-I I 
/ / @ f  subreq(~uests ~ (~) 

ul@sl yes~/n . . . . . . . .  G @ f \ \  yes/nO 
u@s ~ \ 

sites/ [ . . . .  [ site sn 
(local authentication) (global authentication) 

Legenda: 
u@s identity of the user at remote site s 
ul@sl identity of the user at site sl 
u2@f identity of the user at federation 
G@f groups to which the user belongs 

Fig. 1. Working of the system 

identity with which he connected to the federation, a user has also associated 
an attr ibute containing his identity at the local site of origin. 3 Once the user 
has been authenticated by the federation he can submit requests to access the 
federated objects (2). Accessing a federated object may require to access the cor- 
responding underlying local objects at the different sites. Each user request must 
therefore be split, for both access control and data retrieval in a set of requests 
on the underlying local objects (or a subset of them). Then, the federation sends 
each site storing a local object involved in the transaction an access request for 
the groups to which the user belongs together with the remote identity of the 
user (3). In case of local authentication the user will need to re-authenticate 
himself at the local site (4). Then, each local site controls whether the access 

3 Note that to allow non disclosure of identities, the case of attribute only partially 
specified, i.e., with indication only of the site, may be considered. 
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request is allowed and returns the result to the federation (5), which will take 
the access decision (6) on the basis of the replies of the different sites. 

Access control will be illustrated in details in Section 6. 

4 Population of the Federation 

Populating a federation means specifying the objects part of the federated 
database. The federation can be populated directly, by explicitly creating global 
objects in the federation or indirectly, by importing objects from the component 
sites. 

In the remainder of this section we discuss the authorizations required and 
the operations that must be executed to populate the federation. 

4.1 Authorizations for the Population 

Creation of global objects can be done by any user explicitly authorized for that. 
Authorizations allowing users to create objects in the federation, specified by the 
federation administrator, have the following form. 

D e f i n i t i o n l  Crea te  au thor iza t ion .  Let f be a federation, a create autho- 
rization a E A/ is a triple of the form (fed.subject,create,remote-id), with fed- 
subject E U! U G$ and remote-id E Ucustomers(f). 

Authorization (fed-subject,create,remote-id) states that federation's user 
fed-subject (its member in case fed-subject is a group), connected to the fed- 
eration through some customer site with a login covered by remote-id, can cre- 
ate objects in the federation. For instance, authorization (Tom, crea te , . )  E A f  
states that federated user Tom can create objects in the federation f. Authoriza- 
tion (senior-members,ereate,*~sitel)  E A~ states that all users members of 
group senior-members and which are connected to the federation from s i t e1  
can create objects in federation f. 

Population of the federation by getting objects from sites participating in it 
requires agreement of both the local object's administrator on one side and the 
federation administrator on the other side. At the local site any of the object's 
administrators must be willing to export their objects to the federation. At 
the federation site, the federation administrator must be willing to import the 
objects in the federation. 

We allow objects to be exported with reference to specific access modes. For 
instance, a user can decide to export one of his objects, i.e., allow access to the 
federation's users, only for reading and another one of his objects for both reading 
and writing. The set of objects stored at site s that can be exported to federation 
f ,  together with the specification of access modes and additionM administrative 
information is called the export schema of the site for the federation, denoted as 
ES~,]. In order to export their objects, i.e., to include them in a given export 
schema., users must be explicitly authorized for that by the site administrator. 
Export authorizations are defined as follows. 
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Definit ion 2 Export a u t h o r i z a t i o n .  Let s and f be a site and a federation 
respectively with s E providers( f ) .  An export authorization a E A, is a triple of 
the form ( loc-user,expo~:t , f  I with loc-user E Us. 

Authorization ( loc -user , expor t , f )  states that  user loc-user can export to 
federation f the objects he administers. 

Users can also delegate the site administrator to export their objects, with 
reference to specific access modes. Reasons for delegation can be various. On 
one hand, users may not want to worry about federations in which the site 
participates and about authorizations for users of the federation. On the other 
hand, the administrator himself may wish to not allow direct export of objects 
by users thus retaining the control of what the site exports (a kind of centralized 
administration).  Authorizations that  allow site administrators to export objects 
are as follows. 

Definit ion 3 D e l _ e x p o r t  a u t h o r i z a t i o n .  Let s be a site. An export delega- 
tion authorization a E As is a 4-tuple ( l sa ,de l_expor t , loc-objec t ,modes)  where 
Isa denotes the site administrator 4, loc-object 60~ is the object whose export  
is delegated, and modes C Mloc.ohject is the set of access modes that  can be 
exported. 

Authorization ( l sa ,de l_expor t , loc-objec t ,modes)  E A ,  states that  the ad- 
ministrator of site s can export object loc-object with access modes modes in 
any federations for which the site is registered as provider. 

For instance, authorization ( l sa ,de l_expor l ; ,myf i l e ,{ read})  granted by Tom 
at s i t e l  states that  the local administrator of s i t e l  can make object m y f i l e  
of Tom available for reading to all the federations in which the site participates. 

4.2 P o p u l a t i n g  t h e  F e d e r a t i o n  

In this section we discuss the operations to be executed in order to populate the 
federation with objects stored at the locat sites. 

When exporting an object, users must also decide the administrative policy 
establishing who can specify authorizations to access the object once imported 
in the federation. Three kinds of policies are supported: 

- site retained - S R  - Access authorizations can be specified only by the local 
administrators of the object; 

- federation controlled - FC - The object is freely available to the federation. 
Access authorizations defined by the federation administrator establish who 
can access the object. 

- cooperative - C - Access authorizations are granted by both the local admin- 
istrator and the federation administrator. 

4 We note that, since the administrator is unique, its indication could have been omit- 
ted. However, to make the model easily extendable to the case of multiple adminis- 
trators we prefer to explicitly indicate it. 
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The export operation, which can be executed by either any of the object's 
administrators or the site administrator, will be successful if the correspond- 
ing necessary authorization is present in As. Execution of the export operation 
for access modes modes on object loc-object with administrative policy adm- 
policy results in the addition of 4-tuple (loc-object,modes,adm-policy,exporter) 
in ESs,], where exporter is the user who required the operation. In the follow- 
ing, given an object loc-object and a federation f ,  notation modes(loc-object,f) 
denotes the set of access modes exported for loc-object to federation f .  

In order for an object to be accessible to the federated users, the object 
must then be imported by the federation administrator. The import operation 
in a federation can be executed only by the federation administrator. For the 
operation to be successful, the object must be contained in the export schema of 
the site for the federation. Upon import, the object is included in the federated 
schema and can therefore be made available, according to the access modes 
specified, to the federated users. 

When an object is imported in a federation, the specification of the access 
modes with which it can be accessed and the administrative policy are also regis- 
tered at the federation. For the purpose of this paper we consider the federated 
schema as a collection of triples of the form (fed-object, modes, policy) where 
modes is the set of access modes that can be exercised on the object and policy 
is the administrative policy to which fed-object is subject. In case of imported 
objects, modes and policy are exactly those indicated in the export schema. In 
case of global objects, policy has value global  (G) and modes is equal to all 
the access modes that can be exercised according to the object type. In case 
of composite objects, the set of access modes is the set of all the access modes 
defined by the administrator according to the object type. The administrative 
policy is the one specified for the component objects, if all the component ob- 
jects have the same administrative policy. It has value undefined (U) otherwise. 
We assume that composite objects are always defined on objects present in the 
federated schema. This implies that an object must be imported before being 
used in the definition of a composite object. In the following, given an imported 
object o we will denote with loc(o) the corresponding local object. 

4.3 Objec t ' s  W i t h d r a w a l  and  Revoca t ion  of Author iza t ions  for t h e  
Popu la t ion  

Objects exported by a site can be withdrawn. A user/administrator can with- 
draw only the objects he has exported. The withdrawal operation of an object 
from a federation has the effect of removing the object from the corresponding 
export schema. If the object had been imported in the federation, the with- 
draw operation will have effect on the federated schema, where it should also be 
deleted. Different strategies can be used for this, such as immediate propagation, 
periodic propagation, or propagation at access time. In the first strategy, when- 
ever an object is withdrawn from an export schema a withdraw request is sent 
to the federation. In the second strategy, export schem~ changes are periodically 
sent to the federation. In the third strategy, no propagation of export schema 
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changes is sent by the site to the federation. The fact that  an object is not avail- 
able anymore for the federation will be find out at the time the federation will 
try to access it. The specific strategy adopted depends on the underlying data 
model and is outside the scope of this paper. 

We notice that  the need may arise to temporarily suspend access to an ob- 
ject by users of the federation. If the only possibility of enforcing this were 
either revoking access authorizations or withdrawing the object, the need of 
re-specifying the authorizations and/or  re-exporting the object would arise. To 
avoid this destructive effect, we allow users to temporarily isolate their objects 
from the federation. The isolate operation results in a temporarily suspension of 
accesses to the object through the federation but it does not affect in any way 
the export schema, the federated schema, or the authorizations specified on the 
objects. 

During the life time of a federation, authorizations for exporting objects may 
change, i.e., new authorizations be granted and existing authorizations revoked. 
Revocation introduces the problem of dealing with objects exported thank you 
to the authorizations being revoked. Two different strategies, one destructive 
(i.e., with object withdrawal) and one more conservative (i.e., without object 
withdrawal), can be adopted with respect to this. In the destructive strategy, 
whenever a user is revoked the export authorization for a federation, all the 
objects exported by the user into that  federation are removed from the export 
schema. Analogously, if the site administrator is revoked the del-export privilege 
on an object, the object will be removed from the export schemas in which it was 
included by the site administrator. In the conservative strategy, upon revocation 
of a export/del-export authorization, only this authorization is deleted and the 
export schema remains unchanged. 

5 A c c e s s  A u t h o r i z a t i o n s  

In our model we allow the specification of authorizations at both the global level, 
on the federated objects, and at the local level, on the objects stored at each 
site. 

Authorizations at the global level can be specified only by the federation 
administrator in case of imported or composite objects. They can be specified 
by the federation administrator as well as by the creator in case of global objects. 

Authorizations on federated objects can be granted to single users as well 
as to groups. Authorizations can also contain restrictions on the remote user's 
identity or on the remote site from which the user is connected. Subjects and 
remote identities can be specified completely by indicating user/group identifier 
and site, or by using subject patterns. Authorizations at the global level are 
defined as follows. 

D e f i n i t i o n 4  G l oba l  access a u t h o r i z a t i o n .  Let f be a federation, an ac- 
cess authorization a E A] is a 4-tuple (fed-subject,mode,fed-object,vemote-id} 
where: fed-subject E Uf U Gf, mode E Mfed.object, fed-objec~ E Of, vemole-id 
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Authorization (fed-subjec~,mode,fed-object,remote-id) states that  fed-subject 
(any of its members in case it is a group), connected to the federation through 
some customer site with a login covered by remote-id, can exercise privilege 
mode on fed-object. For instance, authorization (Tom,read,obj e c t l , . / s t a t e s  that  
federated user Tom can r e a d  o b j e c t l .  Authorization ( * , r e a d , o b j e c t 2 , . @ s i t e l )  
states that  all users connected from s i t e l  can r e a d  o b j e c t 2 .  

At the local level, users can specify access authorizations over the objects 
they have exported. Subjects of authorizations at the local level are groups de- 
fined by the federation. The reason why groups are considered for authorizations 
at the local level is to avoid requiring each site to know about single users of 
the federation. Indeed, although it is reasonable to assume some knowledge of 
each site about global identifiers, it is quite improbable that  each site can re- 
tain track of identifiers of each single user of the federation. The consideration 
of groups overcome this burden. Each federation declares a set of groups into 
which federated users are organized and for which users at local sites can specify 
authorizations. Changes to groups (i.e., addition or removal of members) will 
not therefore have any effect on authorizations specified at local sites. 

Authorizations at the local level can also put constraints on the specific 
identity of the user requiring the access. In case of global authentication, the 
constraints will refer to the remote user's identity at the site from which the 
user connected to the federation. In case of local authentication, the constraints 
will refer to local identity of the user as authenticated by the site. 

Access authorizations at local level can be positive or negative. Positive au- 
thorizations state accesses that  must be granted, whereas negative authoriza- 
tions state accesses that  must be denied. Possible conflicts are solved according 
to the denials take precedence policy. Hence, if both a positive and a negative 
authorization applies for an access, the access is denied. 

Local authorizations are defined as follows. 

D e f i n i t i o n 5  Loca l  access  a u t h o r i z a t i o n .  Let s be a site in a federation f ,  
an access authorization a E As is a 5-tuple (fed-group,mode,sign,loc-object,id) 
with fed-group E Gy, mode e modes(loc-object,f), sign E {+,-}, id e Us [J 
Vcustomers(f). 

Authorization (fed-group, mode,sign,loc- object,id) states that  all members of 
fed-group, with a login (remote if authentication is global, and local otherwise) 
covered by id, can (cannot if sign = - )  exercise privilege mode on loc-object. 

For instance, authorization (senior-members@~ed3, read ,+ ,objec t l ,*)  C 
As states that  group s e n i o r - m e m b e r s  of federation f ed3  can read o b j e c t l  
stored at site s. 

Authorization (senior-members@fed3,read,~-,objsct2,*@site2) E As 
states that  the members of group senior-members who connected to federa- 
tion fed3  from s i t e 2  can r e a d  o b j e c t 2  stored at site s. 

Authorization <*,read,-- ,objectl ,bob> E As states that  user bob@s cannot 
read o b j e c t l  stored at site s. 

The reason for considering both positive and negative authorizations at the 
local level is to give exporters a means of retaining control on accesses allowed 
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on their objects. This characteristic is very important for two main reasons. 
First, authorizations are specified for groups of users. However, an exporter may 
wish to grant a whole group an access but at the same time make sure that a 
specific user will not be able to exercise it. Since user's groups are defined at 
the federation site, and therefore the exporter has no means of controlling their 
configuration (for instance by excluding the specific user), the specification of 
negative authorizations may be the only means to express this requirement. Sec- 
ond, in the case of federation controlled administration, the exporter delegates 
the federation administrator the task of specifying access authorizations on his 
object once imported. This means that  federated users will not need to have 
local privileges in order to access the object. However, by specifying negative 
authorizations, the exporter can restrict the accesses that  can be exercised on 
the object. As a matter  of fact no access, even if authorized by the administrator, 
will be allowed if a negative authorization for it exists at the local level. 

Subject patterns, together with positive and negative authorizations can be 
used to express different protection requirements, as illustrated by the following 
example. 

Example 1. Consider a site sl enforcing local authentication and consider a user 
who exports an object o~ to federation f .  Suppose the object is exported for the 
write access mode and under the s i t e  r e t a i n e d  administrative policy. Suppose 
now that  the user wishes to grant the write access to group s t u d e n t  of the 
federation. However, he does not want local user jimmy to read the object, even in 
the case where j immy is a member of s tuden t .  This requirement can be expressed 
by specifying the following two local authorizations: (s tndent@f,read,+,o~, .)  
and (*,read,--,o~,j immy). 

As another example consider a site s2 enforcing globM authentication. Sup- 
pose a user exports an object o~ to federation f .  Suppose the object is exported 
for the read access mode and under the f e d e r a t i o n  c o n t r o l l e d  policy. Since 
the policy is federation controlled, in order to access the object, users need to 
have the authorization for the access at the global level. By contrast, no au- 
thorization is necessary at the local level. Suppose now that  the exporter wants 
to make sure that  users from site s l  will not read the object. He can do so by 
specifying the following negative authorization: (*,read,-,o~,.@sl). [] 

6 A c c e s s  C o n t r o l  

Users connected to the federation can submit requests to access federated ob- 
jects. In order to determine whether to grant or deny the access, authorizations 
specified at the federation as well as at the local sites involved in the access must 
be controlled. Specific controls and additional authentication processes required 
depend on: the type of object (global versus imported or composite), the kind 
of administrative policy of the component object(s), and the authentication pol- 
icy required by each site involved. Each request on an imported or composite 
object is translated into a request, or a set of requests, on the corresponding 
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/* I n p u t :  Request (u, m, o, rid) of federated user u, remotely connected as rid, to ex- 
ercise access mode m on federated object o */ 

A t  t h e  f e d e r a t i o n  s i te  f 
1. Determine the groups G~ to which the user belongs. 
2. /* Access control at global level*/ 

I f  adm-policy(o) = G 
t h e n  i f  3a 6 AI such that a ~> (u, m, o, rid} or a t> ( G ~  rn, o, rid) 

t h e n  grant access 
else deny access 

else i f  adm-policy(o) # S R  
t h e n  i f  ~a 6 Ay, a I> (u, m, o, rid) or a t> (G~, m, o, rid) 

t h e n  deny access 

3. /* Split into requests on component objects */ 
Decompose access (rn, o) into a set of accesses S = {(ml,  ol) . . . . .  (m,~, on)}. 

4. /* Check locally all accesses for which component object is global */ 
I f  there exists (m~, oi) 6 S such that adm-policy(o~) = G and /3a 6 Ay, 
a D (u, m, o, rid) or a t> (au, m, o, rid) 

t h e n  deny access 
else if  there do not exists (m~, oi) 6 S such that adm-poliey(oi) ~ G  

t h e n  grant access 

5. /* Send requests on imported objects to local */ 
For  each  pair (mi, oi) 6 S such that adm-policy(o 0 # G  do  

o~ =loc(oO 
send request r~ = (G~, mi, o~, rid) to the site site(o~) from which o~ was imported 

6. /* Collect replies from site and and return response to the user */ 
Collect replies from all sites 
I f  the reply has value t r u e  for all requests ri t h e n  grant access else deny access 

A t  each  loca l  s i t e  3 = site(o:) 
/* upon reception of request ri = (G~  rn~, o~, rid) from federation f */ 

1, i f  3(o~, modes, policy) 6 E~ j  with mi 6 modes 
t h e n  adrn-policy :=  policy 
else reply :=  fa lse~ go to step 4 

2. i f  authentication is global 
t h e n  id = rid 
else Authenticate user. Assign id the local user identity. 

3. case adm-policy of  
S R  or C: i f  3a 6 A~., a t> (G~, mi, +~ o~, id) and fla E A~, a t> (G~,, ml, --,  0~, id) 

t h e n  reply :=  t r u e  
else reply := f a l s e  

FC:  i f  ~]a 6 A . , a  t> (G. ,  mi, - ,  o~, id) 
t h e n  reply :=  t r u e  
else reply :=  false 

4. Send reply to f 

F ig .  2. Access control algorithm 
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local object(s). Each of these requests must be communicated to the appropri- 
ate site for both access control, since local authorizations must be verified to 
determine whether access must be allowed or denied, and data  retrieval, since 
the data  stored at the different sites are not replicated at the federation. The 
mapping of access operations on federated objects onto access operations on the 
corresponding local objects is enforced by the data  management system of the 
federation. It is outside of the scope of this paper to discuss this mapping. We 
therefore assume that  each operation to access a federated object o with access 
mode m is mapped by the data management system onto a set of operations 
(ml,  o l ) , . . . ,  (mk, o~), where o l , . . . ,  ok are local objects corresponding to o and 
m r , . . . ,  mk are the access modes to be exercised on these objects. 

In the following, we say that a global authorization a = (fed-subject, mode,fed- 
object ,remote-id) covers a tuple t = (u ,m,o , i~ ,  written a t> t iff: fed-subject t> 
u, mode = m, fed-object = o, and remote-id I> id. The cover relationship for 
local authorizations requires in addition, the sign in the authorization and in the 
tuple to be the same. 

Figure 2 illustrates the different controls to be executed at the federation 
site and at each local site involved. In the figure, given a group Gr, we use 
notation (Gr ,m,o ,  rid) as an abbreviation for the set {(gi,m,o,  rid) [ gi G Gr}. 
Moreover we use a t> (G~,m, o, rid} as an abbreviation for a t> (gl ,m,  o, rid) V 
a t> (g2,m,o, rid) V . . . V  a ~> (gk,m,o, rid). Let f be a federation and u be a 
federated user connected to the federation with some remote login rid. Consider 
the request submitted to the federation by this user to exercise access mode 
m on object o. In step 1, the set of groups Gu to which the user belongs are 
determined. In step 2, access control on global authorizations is enforced. 

If the object is global (administrative policy G) this is the only control that  
must be executed. Then, access is granted or authorized according to whether 
an authorization covering the request exists or not. Otherwise, the controls to 
be executed depend on the administrative policy to which the object is subject. 
In particular, if the administrative policy is site retained, no authorization is 
needed for the access at the global level and therefore no authorization check 
is performed. In any other case (i.e., administrative policy equal to FC,  C, 
or U),  the system looks for an authorization covering the request. If no such 
authorization exists the access is denied, otherwise the process continues. Hence, 
the access on the federated object is split into the corresponding accesses on 
component objects. (Note that  access splitting is meaningful only for accesses 
on composite objects, it has not effect otherwise). As a result a set of accesses 
to be controlled is obtained. If any of these accesses is on a global object and 
no authorization exists for it, the request is denied. Then, if no access to local 
objects is required the request is granted. Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds by 
sending, for each access on an imported object, a request to the corresponding 
site for the set of subjects G~ with remote identity rid. The access is granted if 
all local sites accept the request, it is denied otherwise. 

Access control at each local site s works as follows. Upon reception of a 
request by a federation, the export schema of the site for the federation is con- 
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Constraints on Administrative policy 
authorizationsll st . . . .  ,~..'d I ~.d....~.. c ..... ~.d I c..~...,~.. I a~.b.a 

At federation f Sa: ~ ~. (u,m.o~rid} Ba: L b (u,m,o,rld) Sa: a ~ (u ,m,o,rid) 
or a l ~ ( G u , m , o , r i d  ) or ~ ( G ~ , m , o , r i d )  or s~.(G~,~x.o,rld) (in A t )  

At site ]$1obLl ~s: Lb(G~,m,.~,oe,rld) ~ :  8 b ( G ~  ,m,-,oi,~id B& : s ~ (G~,m,-~,o*,rld) 
s of o ~u~h. ( in A. )  1or , ~ :  st>(Gw~m,--,oe,rid) ~a:  a{>{Gu 

~a: 6~>(Gwlm +o~,|id) ~ :  .~t>(O~,m,--,o*~lid) ~ :  &~>(Gv,m,-~,o',lJd) 
auth ,  ~ :  a,b,(O.,m,-,o~,lid} !~a:  a~>(G,F,m,--,ot,lid} 

Legenda: o' = toe(o) 
rid remote identity of user u 
lid identity of user u at site s 

Table  1. Conditions necessary to grant request by user u of groups G~ with remote 
location rid to exercise mode m on federated object o 

trolled. If  there is no triple in the export schema for the object with access 
modes including the one required, a false reply is immediately  returned to the 
federation. Otherwise the control proceeds. The identity to be considered in the 
access control depends on the authentication policy established for the site. I f  
the authentication is global, the remote identity of the user as communicated by 
the federation is considered. If  the authentication is local, the user will be asked 
to identify himself. This local identity, once authenticated, will be used in place 
of the remote identifier in the access control. Hence the local authorizations are 
checked. In case of site-retained or cooperative administrative policy a true 
is returned only if there exists a positive authorization and there does not exist 
any negative authorizations for the access. In case of federation controlled 
administrative policy a true is returned if no negative authorization exists for 
denying the access. 

Table I summarizes the authorizations necessary at global and local level 
in order for a request on a global or imported object to be granted. In case 
of composite objects, at the local level the conditions must be satisfied, at the 
corresponding site, with reference to each access (mi,o~) in which the global 
operation is decomposed. 

Example $. Let s l ,  s i ,  s3 be three sites in a federation f .  Let the export  schema 
and authorizations at sites sl  and s2 be as follows. 

ESsl ,f = {(o~,{read,~r~ite},SR,ul}}; Asl = {Istudent@f,read,+,o~,* }, 
<.,read,-,o~,j ~y>) 

ZS~ ,~ = <4,{~ead},FC,ls~>; A~ = {<*,read,-,4,*,~1)} 

Suppose objects o~ and o 5 have been imported in the federation as ol and o2, 
respectively. Let the federated schema and the authorizations at the federation 
be as follows: 

FSf  = {(o1,{read,~ite},SR}, (oi,{read},FC}}; Af = .{(jeremy,read, oi,.}}, 

where jeremy is a user belonging to groups student and us-citizens. 
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Consider now user j imes3, connected to the federation as j ereray, that sub- 
mits a request to read Ol. Since the administrative policy of ol is site retained 
no control is executed at the federation and the request for the set of groups 
{student, us-citizens} (the groups to which j eremy belongs) to read o~ is 
sent to site Sl. Since sl enforces local authentication, j eremy will need to identify 
himself. Let j iamy be his identity at sl. Access control for request ({student ,  
us-c i t izens} �9  o~,j irmy) returns false due to the negative authorization 
stored at sl and therefore the access will be denied. 

Consider now a request by the same user to read 02. Access control at the 
federation level is successful thank you to the authorization for j eremy. Since the 
administrative policy is federation controlled no authorization is needed at local 
level, however, local control must be executed to make sure that no negative au- 
thorizations exist for the access. Hence, a request for the set of groups {s tudent ,  
u s - c i t i z e n s }  with remote login jim@s3 to access o9. is sent to site s2. Since site 
s~ enforces global authentication, no further authentication is necessary. Since 
no negative authorization denying the access exists (the only negative autho- 
rization applies only to user remotely connected from sl) the reply of site s2 is 
positive and the access will be granted. D 

7 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h  

We have presented an authorization model for the protection of information in 
a tightly coupled federated system. The model allows users to decide which of 
their objects to share with the federation and how to share them. In particular 
they can specify the specific access modes allowed by federated users and the 
administrative policy establishing how authorizations on objects are to be spec- 
ified. Inclusion of objects in the federated schema is a two step-process requiring 
agreement of both the administrator of the object at one side and the admin- 
istrator of the federation at the other. Authorizations can be specified both at 
the global level, on federated objects, and at the local level on local objects ex- 
ported to the federation. An algorithm describing the controls to be executed 
at the federation and at each local site to determine whether to grant or deny 
access to federated data has also been presented. The model results flexible and 
able to support different kinds of protection requirements users may have. 

Our paper leaves space for further work. A first issue we plan to investigate 
is the relationship between global and local authorizations. In the paper we have 
assumed that global and local authorizations are specified independently. The 
approach could be extended to the consideration of different strategies for the 
specification of authorizations. A first possible strategy is that upon specification 
of a global authorization, the local authorizations needed for the access globally 
granted to be allowed are derived and inserted at the local sites. Another strategy 
could be that of deriving global authorizations on federated objects from the 
authorizations specified locally. A further issue to be investigated concerns the 
communication of identities or group memberships between the federation and 
the sites, in this paper we have assumed that local access control on requests by 
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a federated user is always carried out with reference to the groups to which the 
user belongs, and that  the federation communicates these groups to the local 
sites. Alternative approaches can be considered such as the use of a call back 
mechanism, where a site explicitly asks whether a user belongs to ~ group, or 
the use of credentials [6]. Moreover, our model could be made more precise by 
considering at the global level specific data  model. In this case, all the issues 
related to the translation of the export schemas into this data  model should 
be taken into consideration. Finally, a further issue that  can be investigated 
concerns the consideration of component sites with heterogeneous da ta  models 
or heterogeneous security policies, and of different cooperation rules that  can be 
established among sites to regulate access to the shared data.  
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